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Firearms are prohibited

in the park.

Pets: Dogs (except for guide dogs). cats. and other
pets are prohibited
Communications.

within the park.
Rock Harbor has postal service

from mid-June through Labor Day; mail is delivered
two or three times weekly. Address: Rock Harbor
Lodge. Isle Royale National Park. MI 55617. Rock
Harbor

Lodge and Windigo
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National
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Ripley

MI 49931.
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are not available at the park. Seriously ill or injured
persons must be transported

to the mainland. All

campers. boaters. and hikers should carry a firstaid kit.
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a daily basis.
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Water warning. Water from lakes and streams must
be boiled for at least 5 minutes before drinking.
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Fishing. Michigan fishing regulations apply and a
State
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is required

in all
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National
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immediate charge.
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have

information on fishing and regulations. Equipment
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Lake Survey Chart
981,
"Isle
Royale:' is recommended for anvone navigating the park's waters.
This chart can be purchased from
the park or the U.S. Lake Survey.
630 Federal Bldg .. 231 Lafayette
Blvd .. Detroit. MI 48226. A topographic map of Isle Royale can be
purchased at the park or from the
Geological Survey. US. Department of the Interior. Washington.
DC 20240.
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